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Mormon Bibliography
1975

Chad J. Flake

Ralph Hansen has recently announced his intention to resign after ten years of editing Dialogue's "Among the Mormons: A Survey of Current Literature." Ralph has made many important contributions to Mormon bibliography during the past sixteen years. In his work with Dialogue, he published bibliographies of theses and dissertations as well as general bibliography: his work was always witty, informative, and concerned with an amazingly wide range of topics. In addition to "Among the Mormons," he initiated "Mormon Bibliography" in BYU Studies, and edited that column from 1960 to 1962.

With his resignation, Ralph will be able to devote more time to projects relative to his work as acquisitions chief at Stanford University Library. We shall all miss his column.

In the current "Mormon Bibliography," most references to Church periodicals (except selected references from the Ensign and the New Era) have been omitted, inasmuch as they are published in a separate index. As always, great reliance has been placed on Mormon Americana, Volume 16.
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